Double Points, you’re cleared for departure.

Earn double points* on airline and hotel purchases all of May, June, and July when you use your S³ Visa® debit or Visa® Platinum credit card.

*See reverse for details
Double points are earned on purchases made only on airline and hotel purchases from May 1, 2016 – July 31, 2016 with the S3 Visa debit and Visa Platinum credit card. Points will be awarded by August 31, 2016. Points do not expire. MHFCU does not control how a business is classified or the merchant category in which it is included. If you believe that a qualifying purchase did not receive the Prosper Points bonus, please contact us by August 31, 2016, so we may review the transaction. Upon our review, if we believe there is an error, we will correct your account. No Prosper Points are earned for transactions using a Personal Identification Number (PIN). Offer subject to change without notice.